3rd Trail Station

Visiting farms
One of the greatest human inventions was the
invention of sustainable agriculture with fertilization
in the Danube region about 9,000 years ago. Only
then could people settle permanently and built
their first settlements. This was followed by the
invention of the scythe with volcanic glass blades
and the plough, and later the iron plow. These were
the most important technical conditions for the
development of agriculture and animal husbandry.
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Agriculture in Benedikt is well developed. The farmers
engage in animal husbandry, agriculture, horticulture,
fruit growing, beekeeping, viticulture and forestry.
On the way through Benedikt, we can see farm
buildings, tools, crops, an old meadow orchard
and domestic animals (cattle, pigs, chickens…)
and get to know the work on farms.
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Information on the
Agricultural Learning Trail
Trail length: 5 km
Time required: about 2 hours
Suitable footwear: Leisure and sports footwear
Weather: Most suitable in dry weather

More information at:
ekomuzej.benedikt.si

Did you know?
Milk contains almost all vital nutrients. For a normal growth
and proper development, children should drink at least
6 dcl of milk daily. Children who enjoy fresh, domestic
milk is also more resistant to allergies and asthma.

The leaflet is part of the operation - ARRANGEMENT OF THE ECOMUSEUM VALLEY OF PEACE,
BENEDICT, prepared by prepared by the Municipality of Benedikt (project leader: mag.
Milan Repič) with the participation of project partners. Text authors: Jernej Lasbaher, Janez
Ferlinc. Concept and design: Grafika, grafične komunikacije, Jernej Lasbaher s.p., July 2020
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Agricultural
Learning Trail
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Welcome to the Agricultural Learning Trail,
which begins at the Elementary School
Benedikt at the Farmer’s Garden. At the
1st trail station, we learn the importance
of vegetables and berries for our diet.
The Farmer’s Garden with traditional and
modern vegetables and berries is planted
according to permaculture principles.
The trail then runs along Slatinska cesta
to the 2nd Trail station with the new
Meadow Orchard and grapevine trellis.
High-stem orchards are important for
the health of humans and nature.
Here we get acquainted with the fruits in the
diet and with fragments of the rich history of
fruit growing and viticulture in our region.
The trail continues across the meadow into
the woods and along the edge of the forest
to the 3rd trail station. On this station, we
can observe a typical agricultural landscape,
animal husbandry, fruit growing and forestry.
We can see many smaller farms and a
diverse purpose of agricultural land.

1st Trail Station

Fran Kocbek’s Farmer’s Garden
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Growing vegetables and berries in home gardens is particularly
important for our diet. We can enjoy fresh and healthy
vegetables and berries. Vegetables contain a lot of water, the
right amount of dietary fibres and vitamins and minerals.
The farmer’s garden with traditional and modern vegetables
and berries is planted according to permaculture principles.
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Permaculture is the science of designing sustainable
systems based on ethical principles and values, the
most important among them are care for the Earth,
for its living and non-living systems and the care for
people. Garden design and placement: Permaculture
Institute from Maribor and volunteers of associations.

The exemplary traditional meadow orchard and grapevine
trellises are planted on a slope opposite the residential house
on Slatinska cesta 19 in Benedikt and are intended to preserve
and demonstrate old home-grown varieties of fruit and grapes.
By preserving and restoring orchards and grapevine
trellises, above all Those with old domesticated and
native varieties of fruit trees and grapevines, we want
to preserve the autochthony of landscape of Slovenske
gorice and the habitat of many animals and plants.

Along the whole trail, children,
locals and guests get to know the
agricultural and cultural landscape. We
observe the farmer’s garden, orchards
and grapevines, meadows, fields, hedgerows,
streams, ditches, swamps and the forest, in
short, all the ingredients of traditional (selfsufficient) and modern (specialized) agriculture.

Our local agriculture is paramount for
the production of healthy food and for
the preservation of the agricultural and
cultural landscape. Let us help it survive by
purchasing local, fresh, and quality food.

France Jančar’s Meadow Orchard
Fruit is an important source of vitamins, minerals, and fibre
as well many other healthy substances, so it is recommended
as an ingredient of each meal, thus improving the nutritional
value of the meal and reducing its energy value.

What do we eat?

On the agricultural trail, we encourage thinking
about the preservation of the agricultural and
cultural landscape, about the introduction of
non-invasive modern agricultural practices
and about fresh, locally grown food, which
is safe, of high quality and delicious.

2nd Trail Station

The garden is dedicated to Fran Kocbek (1863-1930),
who was a teacher, botanist, writer, and organizer
of mountaineering in the Savinja Alps. He was born
in Ločki Vrh near Benedikt on 26 January 1863, and
died on 7 August 1930, in Gornji grad. In 1891, he
wrote the award-winning article “On the Task of the
school garden” where he finds that Styria was a
true Eldorado of school gardens in all Europe. The
folk school at Sv. Benedikt had a school garden
at that time, where they grew and spread
new and persistent varieties of vegetables.

We dedicate the orchard and grapevines
to the father Slovenian ecological fruit
growing, France Jančar (* 9 August 1820,
Črešnjevci, + 31 August 1889, Zbigovci).
Franc Jančar he was a priest, a nationally
conscious Slovene and an advanced fruit
grower, a winegrower, and a clever master.
He was happiest as a chaplain at Sv. Benedikt
(from 1861-1865), when he, together with Dominik Čolnik,
spread modern agriculture and Slovenian culture among
people. Jančar was the most read professional author who
wrote books on fruit growing, viticulture and economy from
his own experience and a lot of advice in newspapers.

